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Yes. to making a difference
Pathway’s story 23 years in the making
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Providing a step up for some of our
community’s most marginalised and
vulnerable members is at the very heart of
Pathway Charitable Group, which has been
providing wraparound support services within
the community for more than 20 years.
Whether it’s our unique prisoner reintegration
programme at Christchurch Men’s Prison, the
Navigate Initiative; our residential drug and alcohol
programme, He Kete Oranga o te Mana Wāhine; our
community housing provider, Pathway Affordable
Housing; or our social enterprises, Alloyfold and Oak
Tree Devanning, it’s life changing work. But it’s not
just life changing for those we work with.
By providing much-needed support to some of
our community’s most vulnerable groups, we are
creating profound social change, helping to break the
intra-family cycle of poverty, violence and criminal
activities, and helping to make our community a
stronger and safer place for everyone.
Like all good Kiwi success stories, Pathway has
humble beginnings, with a few friends gathering in
Cathedral Square to hand out hot food to
the homeless.
It didn’t take long before those friends realised that
to make a truly sustainable impact on people’s
lives, they needed to empower them with real work
opportunities so they could support themselves.

Meanwhile, another friend had been employing at
risk people in a manufacturing plant in Dunedin
and also saw an opportunity. “Co-founder Mike
Goatley engineered an indestructible aluminum chair
and we began manufacturing it from right here in
Christchurch, employing some of the same guys we
had been working with in the square,” Pathway CEO
Murray Kennedy says.
Over time, Alloyfold became so successful that in
order to sustain its growth, manufacturing had to be
moved offshore and, with the same life-changing
mission at front of mind, Oak Tree was launched. The
container devanning and labour-for-hire business
provided jobs for the local workers previously
employed through Alloyfold and quickly became a
successful business in its own right. But not just your
usual business.
What is unique about these organisations is that
they are social enterprises - a business model where
social objectives are embedded at the very heart of
the organisation.
In much the same way as our social services provide
wraparound support for our clients, these two social
enterprises provide wraparound support for the trust,
aiding in its endeavour to help those who need it
the most.
Me kōrero tonu tātou i ngā whārangi i whai ake nei let us tell you more in the pages ahead.
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Kia ora. welcome.
The Pathway Charitable Group Annual Report

“Your people will rebuild the ancient ruins and will raise up the
age-old foundations; you will be called repairer of broken walls
and restorer of streets with dwellings.” Isaiah 58 vs.12

Pathway Trustees
(L-R) Murray Kennedy, Lois Flanagan, Steve Jukes, Matthew Gray

It’s never an easy feat, capturing the
highlights of a year in just two pages. But
here we are again, with our 2020-2021
rendition of the Annual Report and we’re
excited to say, a couple of the highlights this
year are ones that are pretty close to our
hearts here at Pathway.
One of the most powerful came right at the
end of the financial year, with the re-signing of
our Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with
the Department of Corrections in March. This
enables us to run our Navigate Initiative within the
Christchurch Men’s Prison for another 2.5 years,
something which has only happened through the
powerful results that are coming through.
The first of its kind, this collaboration between
Pathway and the Department of Corrections is
paving the way and was the result of many years
of planning. Because although Pathway has a

track record of more than 20 years in the prison
reintegration space, this programme is the first
to operate from inside the prison, enabling us to
wrap our support services around our prisoners
earlier than ever before. We’re looking forward to
this partnership continuing well into the future.
I also can’t overstate how exciting it is to be
progressing on Pathway Affordable Housing,
which is particularly poignant because of the long
tail of the planning process. In the past year we
have been approved as a Class 1 Social Landlord
with the Community Housing Regulatory Authority
(CHRA) and our first four three-bedroom homes
are on track to be completed in November.
Pathway’s existing rental units continue to provide
a safe and warm environment for a number of
our reintegration clients, as they transition into
the community, but becoming a social housing
provider will enable us to fill a very real gap in the

housing market, one that aligns with Pathway’s
driving values - saying yes to those in need.
There have been some good wins from Alloyfold
too, with the installation of more than 500 new
Mojo cinema seats in Adelaide’s historic Regal
Theatre and 700 Trilogy chairs in Wellington’s
Michael Fowler Centre, amongst some other
exciting projects. In July, a boutique Silky Otter
cinema will open at The Landing in Wigram, with
the eight-screen complex featuring bespoke
Alloyfold cinema seating. It is one of several
cinemas planned for the group around the country.
Oak Tree is continuing its amazing work,
supporting the employment journey of those who
are facing significant barriers to employment
and our Social Enterprise Hub continues to
support some of the community’s changemakers
- impactful startups that need some support to
kickstart their businesses.

Of course like every great journey, there have been
been storms to weather as well. Our organisational
structure has changed over the past year after we
had to make some difficult decisions, but we know
that had we not restructured, we might not have
made it through the storm. Our team too made
sacrifices that were critical to us pulling through.
Thank you not only to our team on the ground
changing lives, but also to our supporters,
our volunteers, our funders, our partners, our
customers and the wider community - it is due to
your tireless support of what we do that we’re able
to do it. That makes our life changing work your
life changing work.
Yours in faith,

Murray Kennedy
CEO
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Ways we say yes.

Pathway Charitable Group

Social services
PRISON REINTEGRATION
Our reintegration service helps people leaving
prison make a fresh start. We support people to
make the difficult transition from prison back into
the community through a wraparound programme
that includes community-based social services,
new employment possibilities and suitable
accommodation options.
This makes a very real and very powerful
difference. Independent research conducted by
Independent Research Solutions found that men
who engage with Pathway Reintegration are 33%
less likely to be re-imprisoned within 12 months
of their release, than men not participating in
the programme.
Our reintegration services include:
- Community support work, pre and post-release
- Employment opportunities
- Restorative justice services
- Community mentors
- Drug and alcohol support
- Accommodation

ACCOMMODATION
Affordable Housing: The Affordable Housing arm
of our organisation aims to break intra-family cycles
of poverty through affordable accommodation.
We do this through the provision of four rental
properties and, later this year, as a community
social housing provider, with four homes currently
under construction.

Retreat Accommodation: Our rural retreat in
Motukarara has undergone a transformation of
purpose. The facility now accommodates our
new programme, ‘He Kete Oranga O Te Mana
Wāhine - A Woman’s Journey of Recovery’. The
South Island’s only residential drug and alcohol
treatment centre exclusively for women, it is
delivered as a partnership between Pathway Trust
and Odyssey House.

S o c i a l E n t e r p ri s e

Alloyfold
Effuzi
Funding

NZIBT

Pathway Social
Enterprise Hub

Funding

Supporting new social
enterprises

EMPLOYMENT
Our employment initiatives are about providing
opportunities for people who need help finding
a job or learning new skills, to improve their
success in the workplace:

Affordable
Housing

Oak Tree

Employment

Supported Employment: We provide a
supported employment service that offers
employment assistance to released prisoners
in cooperation with local partner employers.
This service includes transition support into the
workforce and help finding a suitable employer.
Oak Tree Devanning: Oak Tree is a professional
container devanning and labour hire company that
offers opportunities for employment, training, and
skill-development to some of our Pathway clients
and the general public. Staff learn to be part of
a team and work towards the common goal of
providing the best service to customers. Oak
Tree is a social enterprise, operating under the
Pathway umbrella.

Providing
a home

Reintegration

Retreat

Fresh starts

Residential drug
& alcohol treatment

Supported
Employment
Work readiness
& placement

S o ci al S er vic e s

Yes. we help people make a fresh start.
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Our people

“Your people will rebuild the ancient ruins and will raise up the
age-old foundations; you will be called repairer of broken walls
and restorer of streets with dwellings.” Isaiah 58 vs.12

The Pathway Charitable Group team

Murray Kennedy
CEO

Kirsten Billcliff
Group Manager Operations & Funding

Matthew Gray
Director Pathway
Affordable Housing

Chris Colenso
Alloyfold Commercial Manager

Randal Jordan
Group Manager - Finance

Sarah Pownall
Accounts Administrator

Kim Bullett
Trust Administrator

Sandra Ross
Oak Tree Operations Manager

Jamie Dale
Oak Tree Operations
Coordinator

Anaru Baynes
Reintegration Manager

Geoff Howard
Reintegration Team Lead

Renee Jones
Reintegration Support
Services Coordinator

Carla McArdle
Reintegration Navigator

Matiu Brokenshire
Reintegration Navigator

Silvan Danuser
Reintegration Navigator
Unit Lead

Mike Miller
Reintegration Navigator
Unit Support

Luke Kenmare
Reintegration
Employment Consultant

David Starr
Reintegration Support

Sue Stevens
Reintegration Navigator
Team Lead, He Kete

Abii Powell
Reintegration Navigator,
He Kete

Sandra Macnamara
Reintegration Navigator,
He Kete

Gabriella Garratt
Marketing Coordinator

Matt Le Breton
Alloyfold Purchasing &
Inventory Controller

Tyler Tao
Alloyfold Purchasing &
Sales Administrator

Solomon Taputoro
Alloyfold Warehouse
Coordinator, NZ

Jo Triplow
Alloyfold Senior Account
Exec, NZ

Vaughan Carpenter
Alloyfold Account
Exec, Australia

Ashley Gayle
Alloyfold Account
Exec, Florida USA

Gaynor Smit
Alloyfold Sales and Warehouse
Coordinator, Australia

Murray Treweek
Effuzi Technical Advisor

Wendell Hart
Alloyfold US Logistics Exec

Suki Lee
Alloyfold Quality
Control Manager
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Yes. to a fresh start
Pathway Reintegration
The last 12 months has seen some powerful
change taking place for the Pathway
reintegration team. Without a doubt, the
biggest milestone has been the re-signing of
the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with
the Department of Corrections for our groundbreaking Navigate Initiative (NI).
This partnership is a powerful demonstration of what
can be achieved when Pathway, on behalf of the
community, offers professional, authentic and effective
support to people who are wanting to positively change
their lives but don’t have the tools to do it alone. We’re
looking forward to reaching the five year mark with
enough data to clearly demonstrate the value of what
we are doing - ultimately to change lives and drastically
reduce recidivism rates.
A key focus for the 2020-2021 year has been
increasing the opportunities for positive social
connections and community engagement. The
Tū Ora touch rugby team, our writers’ group and
community work days represent strong examples of
the opportunities Tū Ora have to be encouraged and to
encourage others that started within the NI.
The term for the men in our unit, Tū Ora, means
‘standing well’ and this has become the key theme of
our team, as we have truly anchored the concept of
‘wellness’ to our work. Whether it is through the men’s
lives as they reintegrate back into the community, as
the wider Pathway whānau or through our ongoing
relationship with Corrections, ‘standing well’ has never
been more important. We are now offering counselling
inside the NI to support the journeys of our men;
journeys which are often filled with anxiety, stress and
a lack of self-belief. This year has also seen increased
opportunities for a sharing of knowledge and skills,
both from those who have been able to change their

lives feeding back into the NI, as symbols of hope
and inspiration, but also from Tū Ora themselves.
Recognising the stressful nature of the reintegration
process, our Tū Ora have formed their own weekly
calming and de-stressing workshop, attended by staff
but led completely by the men within the unit. It’s a
powerful demonstration of taking ownership of their
own journeys.
For the NI, this year has also been about survival. We’re
incredibly grateful for our NI shareholders who got us
through what has been a challenging year. It is these
supporters who are making this work happen, taking
ownership of a community problem and enabling us to
rebuild lives.
Outlook 2021-2022: The need for fresh starts
has never been clearer. The challenges are still just
as real as they’ve always been, but the NI is about
hope. It’s about demonstrating that the journey from
prison to the community is possible; that with aroha,
positive directional support and self belief, our men
have a chance to reach for a life they’ve never had.
We’ve put in the mahi, so the next year will be about
strengthening and consolidating.
We have an exceptional team - having welcomed Abii,
Silvan, Mike, Sandra, Matiu and Dave to the team
post-Covid. They are passionate and driven and we feel
grateful for having them on board. But as a team, we
also acknowledge that we couldn’t do this work without
the dedication of our supporters. This is your success
as much as it is ours.
Navigate Initiative Hangi
Christchurch Men’s prison 24.07.2020

Anaru Baynes
Reintegration Manager
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Yes. Pathway gave me a fresh start
Tane’s* story
My dad used to be an alcoholic. He was angry
a lot and his way of discipline was to beat us.
If I messed up at school, I would be too scared
to go home because I didn’t want to face him,
so I’d run away. Then I’d get hungry and I’d go
home and I’d get a hiding.
As I got older, running away got more regular and
I’d hang out with kids that were in the same boat.
We became like a little crew hanging out together
getting into trouble at like 12/13. We got hungry so
we shoplifted and then it went from shoplifting to
breaking into cars, then from breaking into the cars
to stealing the cars, then stealing the cars to go rob
the places.

Pathway was pretty much my only family I had
down here besides my son and his mum. Anaru,
Renee and Carla are like the older siblings I never
had. The most powerful thing was the conversations
I had with them, that helped more than anything
else. Sitting down and talking to them and them
sitting there and paying attention.
Pathway were always there. Me and my partner had
an argument, she kicked me out of the house and I
had nowhere to go. Carla got me and my daughter
somewhere safe. It was a big deal for me. Usually I
would have ended up back in jail because I would
have got angry and smashed something and it
would have escalated into something worse.

Then I met a girl and she got pregnant and obviously
the baby’s coming, I need to get some money. I
didn’t know how to work or anything, the only thing
I knew was to steal it. So I got into more trouble and
not long after my baby was born I was back in jail.

We had split up for about 10 years. I was involved
with drugs and gangs and that sort of stuff, so she
took my son away. I let her go because I knew in
my heart that was the right thing to do. Now we’re
all together again.

There was a guy in jail talking about how Pathway
can help. My only goal was to use these guys to get
me out, that I’ll just say what they want to hear and
then as soon as I ticked all the boxes, carry on with
life and doing all that other s*** again. That was
early on.

We have a new baby on the way. My first child,
when she was maybe three months I went to jail
and I came out and she was five years old. When I
got out and met my partner I’m with now, we had
a baby together, then I went to jail and I came out
and he was five years old. I found another partner
and we had a child together and same thing, three
months later I went to jail and I haven’t seen him.
He’s turning five year this year.

Maybe a year into it, I was sitting in a cell and
there’s five grown men in one cell all smoking one
cigarette and one looking out the window. That’s
what made me think, f*** this, I don’t want to do this
anymore. So I stopped smoking and that stopped
that paranoia. I felt good. Then I was thinking I want
a better way. I was tired of jail.
So I just kept saying no to all the stuff that led me
back to my old life, now I’m not in jail anymore; I’m
not in trouble.

Now this child’s coming, I don’t want to f*** this up,
so I’m doing everything I can to not end up back in
jail and make sure I’m here for my son. That’s my
future, to be there for him and be a father.
Tane *
Pathway client
*name has been changed
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Yes. to powerful partnerships
Navigate Initiative’s renewed MoU
In 2018, Pathway Trust’s 20-year track-record in
the prison reintegration space culminated in the
ground-breaking launch of the Navigate Initiative
(NI) reintegration unit operating from inside
Christchurch Men’s Prison.
It marked a powerful commitment from Ara Poutama
Aotearoa, Department of Corrections, which agreed to
support the charitable trust in its quest to support men in
the prison’s self-care units, preparing them for life on
the ‘outside’.

Pathway Reintegration Manager Anaru Baynes says
the team see time and time again the powerful
difference reintegrative support makes. “The
opportunity to continue to work alongside the
Department of Corrections to provide this service is
a huge affirmation for Pathway and the hard work
of the reintegration team and supporters who make
this work possible,” he says.

“This partnership is leading the way when it comes
to how the community and Corrections can work
together to provide a positive support network for
More than two years on, Corrections has again
men returning to the community and we’re excited
demonstrated its confidence in the reintegrative support
to be able to continue to provide this reintegrative
provided by Pathway Trust by renewing its Memorandum
support with the full support of Corrections. While
of Understanding (MoU) for the NI in March.
the service is still in its infancy, both organisations
The MoU will continue to strengthen the organisations’
were excited to see the initiative continue on the
joint focus on providing reintegrative support to men in
back of 2.5 years of positive indications around the
Christchurch Men’s Prison for 6-12 months ahead of
impact this support model has on recidivism.”
release and for six months post-release.
The NI will continue to be funded by Pathway with
Christchurch Men’s Prison Director, Jo Harrex says
Corrections expressing intent to fund ongoing
good reintegration services are key to the success of
research as a show of growing confidence in
people leaving prison and their ability to live regular,
the results.
independent lives in the community. “We are well
The first six months after leaving prison is a high
aware that to reduce reoffending and build safer
risk time for people leaving prison. Together, the
communities we need to work closely with others, and
two organisations are working to better prepare
this partnership is a new way of working together and
prisoners for parole, strengthening their ability to
‘bringing the community in’ to our services,” she says.
successfully live and work in the community, and
“The Pathway team helps men in the prison unit work
through their concerns about life in the community,
develop confidence and life skills, connect with
accommodation and employment services and the
community services which will help them through the
transition from prison to community,” Jo says.
“Pathway then continues to support these men in
the community.”

maintain their commitment to a crime-free life.
“This service is an important addition to
Corrections’ suite of reintegrative services,”
Jo says. “Over the past three years, the NI has
gone from strength to strength, has become well
embedded in the prison space and is a shining light
in Corrections’ reintegrative space. We look forward
to seeing what the next three years will bring.”

“The Navigate Initiative is making a substantial
difference for this group of men, some of whom
have spent substantial periods in prison, to live
safely in the community on release.”
- Christchurch Men’s Prison Director, Jo Harrex
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Yes. to meaningful employment
Pathway Supported Employment Service
Our employment service helps people leaving
prison find opportunities for meaningful
employment. This service includes a fourweek work assessment, assistance with a CV,
interview skills, a job search and in many cases
a match. Our clients then receive six weeks of
transition support with a suitable employer, or
a four-week work trial for those not yet
work-ready.

Covid proved a barrier to meeting the high targets
Pathway sets for itself however, the hard work,
dedication and commitment of our employment
team has continued to secure opportunities for our
clients across the board. This year, despite Covid,
Pathway has placed 17 people into employment
and supported them through that journey. Seeing
the difference securing gainful employment makes
on people’s lives is what drives the team.

Research by the Department of Corrections
demonstrates the key role employment plays in
reducing recidivism however, a criminal record can
be a particularly difficult barrier to overcome when it
comes to securing employment.

We are always looking for more employers to
engage with around the advantages of giving
someone a fresh start. Our partner employers
get someone who is keen and grateful for the
opportunity and who Pathway has assessed as
being capable, confident and committed. The
employee will then get ongoing support from
Pathway and our team can manage any learning
and developmental edges they may have.

While there are numerous organisations that support
people into employment, there are very few tailored to
prisoners upon release and fewer still with our ability
to truly stand alongside someone to support them on
their journey into employment.

“For a lot of people, a job is a means to an
end. But when you’re working with people
who have never had that, securing a job is
powerful. Seeing the transformational change
employment has on someone’s outlook is
what drives myself and our team; that’s why
we do what we do.”
- Luke Kenmare, Pathway Employment Consultant

It’s an incredibly rewarding opportunity to partner
on a person’s change journey, being able to
Pathway’s role is to bridge the gap for those who need
experience that transformation first-hand and
extra support because it can be difficult to hold down
celebrate in their experience. Our dedicated
employment when there are other challenges at play,
employment consultants continue to see first-hand
such as substance dependency, social isolation and
how the lives of our Tū Ora are transformed by
disconnection from positive relationships. We can
gainful employment, something that can only be
provide support in areas such as transport, budgeting
enabled by our partner employers who continue to
and cooking which can make all the difference when it
give Tū Ora a second chance. We thank you from
comes to not only gaining, but sustaining employment
the bottom of our hearts for your support in this
long term and this ability to provide wraparound
endeavour.
support has meant an increase in the demand for our
He waka eke noa - we are all in this waka together.
employment service through referrals.
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PEOPLE COMMENCED
EMPLOYMENT

65%

STILL IN EMPLOYMENT
SIX MONTHS LATER

Anaru Baynes
Reintegration Manager
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Yes. Pathway helped me secure a job
Rebekah’s* story
“I’ve had a very colourful past, raised around
gangs, violence, stuff like that. Been to
prison many times, that’s pretty much been
my life. I got released from prison and went
to rehab, so that’s how I first heard about
Pathway and what they do. And you hear ‘We
never give up’. F*** I’ve heard this before,
but they don’t.

job. I can now call myself a contributing member of
society. Nobody ever in my past, they would have
bet a million dollars that would never come out
my mouth, I was pretty naughty. It’s good; I’ve got
money, I can save, I can get things for my baby,
I can get things for myself, for my puppy, I opted
back into Kiwisaver. So I’m very appreciative to the
whole Pathway team.

I went through the programme and that was great.
I learnt lots of tools and heaps about myself and
why I do what I do, but then once I left there, they
weren’t there. Like if I didn’t have Pathway, I think
rehab, even though it done good, it would have
been a waste of time. I’ve been with Pathway ever
since and I think I’ll be with Pathway for a very
long time.

Luke done me the best CV of my life. Pathway got
me my boots, my pants, like a whole starter kit,
socks, lunch, petrol, to make sure my transition to
work was good. Luke was like we’ll sort this out
for your first four weeks and if you get the job then
we’ll go through Work and Income for your work
stuff. We haven’t done that because the old me
would have been like yeah f*** I’ll get what I can
out of WINZ, but now I don’t actually need to be
like that because I can get it myself. I’ve taken all
my life so it’s time to pay my dues and give back.

My life’s been hard, but coming out from rehab
with all these new tools, trying to be good, trying
to do the right thing, but always hitting the same
f***en road block would have been harder for me.
So I’m glad Pathway was there.

“The old me would have been like yeah,
I’ll get what I can out of WINZ, but now
I don’t actually need to be like that
because I can get it myself. It’s time to
pay my dues and give back.”
- Rebekah*

Rehab rips you open, they pull it all out, play
around with it and send you back out the door.
What I’ve found is I’ve had Pathway to sort of stick
it all back in and sew it all back up. That’s what
they do. You can offload and get advice, anything,
laugh, not even speak. It’s sort of like they’re my
extended whānau.
I’ve learnt so many strategies, I didn’t even know
that many existed. I’ve been stuck in a pattern
for so long, in and out of prison for 17 years.
Whenever something happens, my first thoughts
are negative, I don’t even think before I act, so
I’ve learnt many different ways to keep myself in
check.
They got me my job, I’m so happy! I’ve never had a

I lost my license and when I was offered the four
week trial I had no way to get to work. Pathway
were down to bus me there, drop me off there, bus
home, like they were willing and prepared to do
anything to get me to work.
I’ve joined on with the apprenticeship, so soon
I’ll have a trade. Who knows where to from there,
the possibilities are endless. Once upon a time I
wouldn’t have looked that far into the future. But
I’m hopeful. I’ve never even had a proper job, but
I show up every day because I don’t want to let
down the employer, who I’m grateful to but you
know there’s many other people that I would let
down too. I’m really thankful for what I’ve got and
who helped me achieve it all!”
- Rebekah*
Pathway client
*name has been changed
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Yes. one chair can change a life
Alloyfold
In 1998, Alloyfold began with a simple idea:
manufacture furniture to create employment for
people who need a fresh start and make money
in the process. Now, 23 years on, Alloyfold is a
leading wholesaler of some of the most durable
commercial furniture on the market. Operating
in New Zealand, Australia and the United States,
Alloyfold’s profits are funnelled back into
Pathway Trust to fund its life changing work.
There’s no doubt it’s been a challenging year for
businesses, with Covid forcing a global downturn in
sales across the commercial sector. And although the
first half of the financial year was a difficult one for
Alloyfold, a mammoth effort from the team enabled us
to finish up the year with some impressive results.
That mammoth effort began in Australia with the
installation of 511 new Mojo cinema seats into
the historic Regal Theatre in Adelaide during New
Zealand’s lockdown. Adding to the Australian projects
was the installation of 570 Church Chair Beam seats
in the new Pettigrew Family Funerals facility in New
South Wales which was delivered in November. New
Zealand continued the trend with the installation of
138 leather Tchaikovsky cinema seats in Palmerston
North’s four screen Focal Point Cinema multiplex.
They followed this up with the delivery of 700 Trilogy
chairs in Warwick Eastwood fabric into Wellington’s
Michael Fowler Centre earlier this year.

numbers, but this year our success was in the sales
of our core products, which makes for a stronger,
more sustainable business moving forward. We’re
also excited about the ongoing development of our
traditional church chair, which continues to improve.
The closing of the Wellington office last year
represented the final consolidation of our
production facilities from Effuzi to Alloyfold. This
will enable us to further increase our production
capacity and maximise our efficiencies.
Thanks to our team, who made a concerted effort
to rally together and pull out all the stops. As a
result, Alloyfold is in the best position it has been in
the last three years.
Outlook 2021-2022: The next financial year is
also looking exciting, with some big projects on
the commercial horizon, including a boutique Silky
Otter cinema that is set to open at The Landing
in Wigram in July, featuring customised Alloyfold
cinema seats. It is one of several cinemas planned
for the group around the country.
We’ve also got projects in the works with Linwood
College, Whangārei Boys’ High School and a
contract for 600 seats in Melbourne’s new
multi-purpose central city stadium - Melbourne &
Olympic Parks.

With this solid pipeline of projects, exciting
opportunities in the works and a dedicated and
While Covid put the brakes on the American Rental
Association’s annual convention and trade show this hard working team behind the scenes, we expect to
see further growth in upcoming months, which will
financial year, America still had great results due to
enable the group to help even more people make a
the move into hands-free sanitiser dispensers and
portable hand-washing stations during the pandemic. fresh start.
But perhaps the most exciting development this year
was the success of our core business. In previous
years it was the large projects that bolstered the

Chris Colenso
Commercial Manager

Lindisfarne Anglican Church,
Australia
140 Church Chairs.
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Pettigrew Family Funerals,
Australia
570 Church Chair Beam Seats.

Regal Theatre,
Australia.
511 Mojo Cinema Seats.

Event seating,
Photo: Emily Hugo Photography
Alloyfold Crossback Chairs.

Focal Point Cinema,
New Zealand.
138 Tchaikovsky Cinema Seats.
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Yes. to unlocking women’s potential

HE KETE ORANGA
O TE MANA WAHINE
A WOMAN'S JOURNEY
OF RECOVERY

He Kete Oranga o Te Mana Wāhine
Despite the dramatic growth of women’s
incarceration in recent years, few resources
have been directed to meeting the reentry
needs of women leaving prison. With the
percentage of drug or alcohol-addicted
women in prison far outweighing that of men,
Pathway Trust launched the South Island’s only
residential drug and alcohol centre for women
- He Kete Oranga o te Mana Wāhine a Women’s Basket of Wellness, in 2019.
It’s been two years since the doors of He Kete
Oranga o te Mana Wāhine (He Kete) opened at
the Pathway Retreat in Motukarara, marking the
beginning of a poignant journey for Pathway,
our partners at Odyssey House and the wāhine
who have found solace and support within the
programme.

opened last month. The eight-bed reintegration unit is
a safe place for women who have completed the He
Kete programme to stay until they are better equipped
to reenter the community.
Our He Kete Navigators, Sandra and Abii work with the
wāhine in the community and can provide assistance
with housing, WINZ, and helping to facilitate study and
employment aspirations. It’s a busy role, due to the
long tail of support - wāhine are at the retreat for 16
weeks and re-enter the community with our support
for a further 36 weeks. This also means we’ve got
three cohorts of graduates in the community and that
number continues to grow, which is a wonderful thing.

It’s important to acknowledge Odyssey House Clinical
Director, Nigel Loughton, Operations Manager Specialist Services, Marion Tizzard, and Contract
Manager - High Impact Innovation Programme
Department of Corrections, Bronwen Wilkins who
He Kete has welcomed 55 wāhine through its
doors since the programme commenced in 2019, work tirelessly to champion the cause and provide
education around the benefits of choosing the
with 24 of them now reintegrated back into the
community, where they continue to receive ongoing therapeutic community over incarceration.
support for up to 12 months post residential care.
Outlook 2021-2022: We continue to be hopeful that
by this time next year, He Kete will form part of the
The Department of Corrections has continued
baseline Vote Corrections - Justice Sector budget
to support us in delivering our programme and
appropriation. Until then, we remain, as always,
the fact that we have been oversubscribed, with
completely focused on supporting our wāhine.
more wāhine eligible to enter our service than we
have capacity for, demonstrates the value and
Together with our partners, we are working hard to
importance of what we are delivering. This year we
make He Kete Oranga o te Mana Wāhine the most
have attempted to allay some of that bottleneck by
effective residential facility and after care support
increasing capacity by two beds (total of 12) and
service in New Zealand. Thank you for your ongoing
already we are operating at the maximum.
support in getting us there.
Over the past two years working in this space, we
have noticed that some wāhine need an additional
step on their journey back to the community that
is based closer to the city. So we supported the
development of Te Whare Waimairiiri - Recovery
Steve Jukes
House - a women’s wing in Odyssey House, which He Kete Executive Director

FIRST

RESIDENTIAL DRUG &
ALCOHOL CENTRE
FOR WOMEN IN THE
SOUTH ISLAND
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WOMEN HAVE
COMPLETED THE
PROGRAMME

62%

OF WOMEN IN PRISON
HAVE BOTH MENTAL
HEALTH & SUBSTANCE
DISORDERS
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Yes. to a good home
Pathway Affordable Housing
We know securing quality accommodation
is a challenge for our clients and for many
individuals and families living on the margins of
our society. We also know that access to warm,
dry, safe and affordable housing is critical to the
stability of our communities. Pathway’s existing
short-term accommodation has long provided
safe and warm housing for a number of our
reintegration clients, as they transition back
into the community. However, becoming a social
housing provider will enable us to extend this
support even further, with long-term housing.
This is our way of saying yes to those in need.
When it comes to safe, secure and affordable
housing, the need has never been greater, with the
Ministry of Social Development’s housing wait-list
surpassing 22,000 in December 2020 - an increase
of more than 50 percent in the 12 months prior.
Our social housing initiative, Pathway Affordable
Housing, has been a long time in the planning,
which makes the fact that construction is now well
underway on the first four houses in Pages Road
such a poignant milestone.
While Covid may have slowed down construction,
we have ended up with a better design as a result.
It’s also important to note that we have gone above
and beyond minimum requirements for our social
housing, which will have higher insulation than
required, along with high quality fittings and
nice landscaping.

12

MONTHS GETTING
CHRA ACCREDITED

22,000

ON THE WAIT-LIST
FOR SOCIAL HOUSING

4

HOUSES UNDER
CONSTRUCTION

The past 12 months has seen Pathway Affordable
Housing become registered as a Class 1 Social
Landlord with the Community Housing Regulatory
Authority (CHRA) and, with an extensive eightmonth application process, this was no small feat.
This shows that we have met the eligibility criteria

and have demonstrated the ability to meet the
performance standards to partner with the Ministry
of Social Development to provide tenancies to
those in need. Importantly, this will enable us to
select tenants who can benefit from the wider
capabilities of Pathway, utilising our skills and
resources to provide ongoing support.
This year Pathway Affordable Housing has
welcomed Kim Bullett as our Tenancy Manager
and formed a new board that includes myself,
Murray Kennedy and Lois Flanagan. We are
currently looking for independent members.
It’s also important that we take the opportunity
to thank our key supporters in this endeavour,
including Rata Foundation, Kiwibank and MACH
Property Ltd. It is through their ongoing support
and belief in what we are trying to achieve that
we’ve been able to get to where we are.
Outlook 2021-2022: While the first four
houses are standalone three-bedroom homes
to accommodate families who are in need, we
also recognise the need for homes with a smaller
footprint. As such, we have already secured land
further down Pages Road and designs have been
drawn up for a series of two-bedroom homes that
will be able to accommodate smaller family units.
However, with one-bedroom homes representing
one of the biggest current housing needs, we are
already in search of suitable land that will enable
us to meet this demand and say yes to even more
of those in need - something which is at the very
heart of Pathway and everything that we do.

Matthew Gray
Pathway Affordable Housing Executive Director
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Yes. to employment opportunities
Oak Tree Devanning
Our social enterprise Oak Tree has been
providing a fast and reliable container
devanning/loading service across Canterbury
since 2002. But it’s the gateway the company
offers to those with barriers to employment
that makes this story such a powerful one, with
profits generated by Oak Tree going directly
towards funding the life changing work of
Pathway Trust.

the makeup of his custody arrangement. He’s now in
a position to go full time and we have an employer
interested in taking him on in this capacity. This is
just one of the wins that drives what we do.

Tight margins have always been a challenge within the
container devanning sector however, Covid has pulled
the purse strings tighter than ever, with a shortage
of vessels and increased freight costs slowing down
incoming containers.

Ravensdown has used Oak Tree for casual labour for
a number of years and recently this has extended
from devanning to areas such as traffic management.
“We have received great service, with people turning
up on time and keen to get to work,” Manager,
Customer Services Graham Hensaw says. “They
come to us with great skill sets in areas such as
common sense and the ability to follow instructions.
We’re able to leave them to get on with work in the
knowledge they will follow safety procedures and get
the job done. We’ve had great service from Sandra
and the team, so we’re really happy.”

While this has made for a challenging 2020-2021,
it has also forced us to think outside the shipping
container! A key focus in the latter half of the financial
year has been diversifying our capabilities within the
labour hire arena.
The fruits of this out-of-the-box thinking is already
evident in the new contracts Oak Tree has secured for
the 2021-2022 financial year.
We’re proud to be able to say that over the past
13 months, we have helped 12 staff with barriers
to employment move into permanent part time or
permanent full time employment, either by directly
placing them in a role or providing the support and
preparation to get them ready to take the next step.
One of our staff had the added challenge of shared
care parenting. We were able to support him to
gain his Forklift Operator Certificate and AP (MPI
accredited persons certificate), which gave him the
ability to work casually around his changing family
structure. Enabling him to support his family through
employment gave him confidence and he has since
been able to work through mediation to renegotiate

Barriers to employment can range from health both physical and mental, to literacy and learning
disabilities, to criminal convictions, long-term
unemployment and even family, such as care
responsibilities for children.

2021-2022 outlook: In October Jamie Dale joined
us as Operations Coordinator. By alleviating some
of the pressure points, we have been able to look at
the bigger picture and focus on our operations. As a
result, I am feeling very optimistic about the future.
We’re proud to be supporting those with barriers
to employment, while providing a loyal and grateful
labour pool, with wraparound support systems
that these businesses wouldn’t get with traditional
employment. We’re looking forward to continuing to
build on this strong reputation moving forward.

Sandra Ross
Oak Tree Operations Manager

“We’re able to leave them
to get on with work in
the knowledge they will
follow safety procedures
and get the job done. ”
- Ravensdown Manager, Customer Services
Graham Henshaw
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Yes. to supporting social enterprises
Pathway Social Enterprise Hub

Social enterprise has enabled
Pathway to make a difference
on a scale that we never
could have if we relied solely
on Government funding or
charitable donations.
Our 20+ year track record
running several highly successful
social enterprises puts us in a
unique position to be able to support others on a similar journey.
We also know the challenges of
nurturing a startup and creating a
mature business.
Since 2017, we’ve been inviting
social enterprises to share our
resources and expertise under
the Social Enterprise Hub banner.
In this year’s support, we feature
a unique local school and how
it has used the support of the
Social Enterprise Hub to grow
and increase its social impact.
Social enterprises interested in
applying to join the Social Enterprise Hub can contact Pathway
through info@pathway.org.nz.

Kirsten Billcliff

Group Manager Operations & Funding

It’s long been said that the whole is greater
than the sum of its parts, which hints at the
power of pooling resources and working
together. The power of teamwork is particularly
poignant for Bush Farm School founder and
lead kaiako, Katie Earle whose unique school
has been buoyed by its successful partnership
with Pathway’s Social Enterprise Hub (SEH).
Established in an official capacity in December
2018 after a successful year-long pilot programme,
Bush Farm School is a completely unique learning
experience for children from 4.5 to 13 years - with
one programme for 4.5-7 years and one for 7-13.
Run from an operational sheep and beef farm in
Orton Bradley Park in Charteris Bay, Bush Farm
School provides a one-day school, preschool sessions
and school holiday programmes, based around the
concept of tamariki learning through nature’s taonga.
“I had been a primary teacher, working in low decile
schools and the kids weren’t learning, so I would take
them outside,” Katie explains about sowing the seeds
of the new venture. “I also got in a lot of trouble for
taking them outside,” she laughs.

up in New Zealand, she knew it was time to bring her
ideas home. “I was one of the first in Christchurch
to start up. Now we offer a one-day school, so that’s
one day a week that students can come out of school
and attend our programme. We meet the curriculum
in a safe, holistic space. We may not do writing, but
our kids are engaged and inspired.”
Through a serendipitous meeting, Katie connected
with Pathway’s Social Enterprise Hub, an initiative
designed to support fledgling social enterprises
to grow their businesses and increase their social
impact.
Participants get access to Pathway’s key business
resources, including marketing, financial advice,
HR and business planning and that, combined with
physical resources, such as desks and meeting
rooms, contribute to bridging the gap for a lot of
young businesses.
“The boardroom is phenomenal and we’ve been
using that for our monthly board meetings. One board
member lives between Wellington and Christchurch
and can be Zoomed in on the big screen. It can
comfortably fit all our board and it’s a great central
location. Working by myself is also isolating, so those
resources are fantastic.”

Recognising the power of real world learning marked
the beginning of a literal and figurative journey for
Katie, who completed her Master of Science degree
Pathway’s 20-year track record running several
in Education for Sustainability and began working in
highly successful social enterprises puts the charity in
Learning Experiences Outside the Classroom (LEOTC). an ideal position to offer this support.
The Ministry of Education curriculum support
programme further demonstrated to her how holistic
real-world learning experiences could enable all
whānau and ākonga (learners) to thrive outside of the
classroom and soon she moved to the US where she
continued to broaden her knowledge in the area.
When she discovered nature schools were cropping

“Being able to generate our own income without
needing to rely on conventional funding sources is the
only reason we’ve stayed in the game after all these
years,” Chief Executive Murray Kennedy says.
“We think we’ve learned some things that could help
those starting out on this path, and we’re keen to
pass those learnings on to support others.”
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Yes. we need your support
Pathway fundraising initiatives
We are proud to be changing lives, but
changing lives can only be achieved with the
ongoing support of our valued donors and
funding partners.
This unwavering support has been even more
crucial to our life-changing work in the 2020-2021
financial year than ever before. It has enabled
our team of social service professionals and
community workers to continue providing people
within our community a fresh start, through the
challenges of Covid and beyond.
What was particularly poignant this year is that the
J R McKenzie Trust came on board as a financial
supporter of Pathway, with three years of funding
based on the systematic change the Navigate
Initiative is generating by shifting the conditions
that hold inequities in place.
Transformational change and system-focused
solutions that advance equity is at the heart of
J R McKenzie Trust, which is dedicated to creating
a socially just and inclusive Aotearoa. The South
Island’s largest philanthropic funder, the Rātā
Foundation also agreed to multi-year funding for
our cause. Rātā is focused on supporting intergenerational social change within our community.
Together these two organisations have provided
a strong and reliable supporter base for our lifechanging work and this means the world to us.
We’re also extremely encouraged and humbled
by our Navigate Initiative supporter shareholders
that have continued with their commitment this
year, despite the widespread challenges of Covid.
The impact of this ongoing support cannot be
understated. For the Navigate Initiative supporter
shareholders that came on board when it was just
a concept, this work is down to their faith.

Whether it’s small amounts every month or one-off
payments, the fact that these supporters believe
so strongly in what we’re trying to do blows us
away. They are the ones that are changing lives
and we’re excited to be able to share the impact of
their faith, which is evident in the powerful stories
that are coming through the Navigate Initiative in
the pages of this very Annual Report.
This year we are also thankful to have been able to
proceed with our annual fundraising event, the Pub
Quiz at The Brewers in Merivale. While we had to
keep it to a Covid-determined size, it was nice to
be able to get out and about again post-lockdown.
Thank you to all the generous donors who provided
silent auction items and to all those who were able
to come along and support us on the night.
Outlook 2021-2022: Although over the last
financial year, our income was down, our supporter
base has never been stronger. We’ve been doing a
lot of work behind the scenes and we’re now in a
much better place going forward.
Looking ahead, one of the main aims for the group
will be continuing to diversify our income streams
and engaging with our supporter base. We want to
understand why they support us and how we can
better communicate with them so they know how
their contributions and ongoing support is making
an impact.

$156,182

FROM
EVENTS+DONORS

To all our supporters, thank you for being on
this journey with us. The fact that we’re able to
transform lives is down to your contribution and
that means the world to us.

Kirsten Billcliff
Group Manager - Operations & Funding

Pub Quiz Fundraiser
The Brewers, Merivale 6.12.2020

92

ATTENDEES
AT THE PUB QUIZ
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Pathway Trust financial report
2020-2021
There’s no doubt, it’s been a year out of left
field. Before the 2021 financial year had even
kicked off, we were already in lockdown, with
no idea what the future would hold.

Pathway Affordable Housing project from a number of
committed individuals and we are grateful they were
able to continue with their financial support so that
we could proceed with the construction of our social
housing project even in such a difficult year. This will
Not surprisingly, the focus for the first half of the year
enable us to support even more people in need and
was survival, with Alloyfold sales almost non-existent
the homes will be tenanted this side of Christmas.
for two months. It was a difficult time; we had to
Making it through this challenging year was also down
reassess our budget and expenses in all areas,
to our loyal and dedicated staff in a very big way. The
restructure parts of the organisation and make
changes to our product offering within the business. entire New Zealand team had a considerable period
of reduced wages and reduced hours - continuing for
Thankfully we did survive, with the Government’s
COVID-19 Wage Subsidy making all the difference. some all the way through to the end of the financial
year. Despite this, they have continued to work
The second half of the year saw surprising recovery
exceptionally hard across the board, putting their
for the business, with orders steadily increasing from
hearts and souls into the amazing work they do.
January through to March 2021. We were incredibly
blessed that those who had committed to supporting Lastly I would also like to acknowledge our trustees
and business advisory panel who provided invaluable
us continued to do so despite the widespread
challenges. While the business finished the year with guidance and support to make decisions that enabled
approximately 60% of the income we had originally us to stay afloat until we were on a more even footing.
budgeted for, our social services actually finished
Outlook 2021-2022: We are feeling considerably
with income very close to what was forecast.
more optimistic looking into the new year than we
might have thought earlier: our social services have
In light of the ‘downs and ups’ that the year has
seen strong results in most areas, and our financing
seen, I would like to acknowledge some of the
from supporters and business operations means
people who have played a key part in helping us
that we are in a good position to build on this in the
come though this year with our finances intact.
coming year. Within the business, our ‘right sizing’
To the Navigate supporter shareholders that stayed
from last year and a good stream of new orders mean
with us and those who actually renewed their share
that it is able to do its part in supporting the social
subscriptions for another year, we are so grateful
services and consolidating our asset base.
for this support, particularly knowing the varied
We are looking forward to continuing to serve the
experiences people have had during this time.
community with the ongoing support of our friends
Thank you from the bottom of our hearts.
and partners. Here’s to another year of changing lives.
We also want to thank the funders and other
community trusts that have continued to support our
work, this makes all the difference when it comes
to carrying out the life changing work of our social
Randal Jordan
Group Manager Finance
services. We also had financing support for our

Pathway Trust operational social services
REVENUE SUMMARY 2021
Donations/Events
Trusts/Foundations
Earned Revenue

2021

2020

Donations/Events

$156,182

$360,904

Trusts/Foundations

$249,000

$266,151

Earned Revenue

$522,332

$544,640

Total Revenue

$957,514

$1,171,695

Pathway Trust operational social services
EXPENDITURE SUMMARY 2021
Affordable Housing

Retreat Services
Reintegration Services

2021

2020

$79,409

$41,772

Retreat Services

$197,245

$180,679

Reintegration Services

$612,470

$904,816

Total Expenses

$889,124

$1,127,267

$68,390

$54,338

Affordable Housing

Profit/(Loss)
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Yes. is not possible without you
Thank you to our volunteers
Elizabeth Andrew once said ‘Volunteers do
not necessarily have the time; they just have
the heart,” and it is certainly true of the 132
volunteers and 49 mentors that put their time,
energy and hearts into supporting our clients
on their journeys.
Increasing the opportunity for positive social
connections and ongoing community engagement
both inside the wire and for the men rebuilding their
lives on the outside is a critical component of the
success of our Navigate Initiative (NI) programme.
One of those opportunities is the Writers’ Group at
our central city library Tūranga. We talk to some of
the people involved in this powerful programme.
Amy Paulussen had been following Pathway for
some time before she was approached to help with
the Writers’ Group that had recently started within
the community. It was based on the model already
operating behind the wire and designed to connect
men with a programme they were both familiar with
and enjoying upon release.
As a full-time English teacher and a writer herself,
Amy had never had the capacity to help. But the
opportunity to utilise her skills in the writing field to
support Pathway’s work just once a fortnight was an
opportunity she couldn’t pass up.
The Writers’ Group is open to the community and
what started with just a handful of people with an
interest in writing, has now grown to a sizable group.
“I don’t think I will ever be able to shake the surprise
I get when some of these men, who can be quite
tough and intimidating in appearance, come up
with something that is incredibly beautiful, soft and
insightful about an animal, a friend or even the
environment,” she says. “It’s an incredible experience
when everyone writes and share what they’ve come

up with. Some of them have such a wicked sense of
humour and come up with stories which make you
think ‘oh my gosh, did that actually happen?’ And it
almost always had!” she laughs.
A friend of Jane Jones, who runs the group inside
the wire, Jeph Mathias was invited along to see
what the Writers’ Group was all about. He’s been
attending ever since. “I really enjoy it,” Jeph says.
“Just seeing these guys who are really just
discovering what words can do and how you can use
them, their work is completely brilliant.”
Tūranga’s support for the Writers’ Group has played
a critical role in its success in the community, by
providing a safe and engaging space to hold the
group. Tūranga’s Poppia Marriott has been a fan
since day dot. Looking after the group was one of
her first responsibilities in the role she started in
2019. “He Hononga, the name of our ground floor,
means ‘connection’ and the Writers’ Group is a
great example of how we provide that community
connection, enabling this amazing group of guys to
maintain that connection with their community in a
safe space.”
The personal connection has also been powerful
for Poppia, who had a close family member who
journeyed in and out of prison. “I think if there were
more resources like Pathway, then he could have
had a very different outcome.
“I’ve loved seeing the group grow in size and
confidence. Tūranga is huge and that can be quite
intimidating to these men when they first come in,
now you can’t avoid the sound of laughter echoing
through the room and they even come in during the
week now to use the facilities.
“Now they exist in this space like anyone else would
and that’s really cool.”

43 MENTORS

152 VOLUNTEERS
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SOMETIMES THIS

LEADS TO
MIRACLES
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